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Abstract 

Klein’s paradox is resolved in simple diagrammatic terms arising from 
considerations of its analogue in classical relativistic mechanics. The same 
results are also obtained directly from standard operator methods of 
quantum field theory. 

1. Introduction 

In the last few years the physics behind Klein’s paradox [ 1 ] has 
gained new relevance in connection with the production of ele- 
mentary particles in strong electromagnetic and gravitational 
fields [2]. This new interest in the old paradox has been 
especially spurred by the surprising and beautiful discovery of 
Hawking [3] which leads to the evaporation of black holes by 
particle emission. 

As most paradoxes in physics, Klein’s paradox was resolved a 
long time ago dating back to the investigations of Sauter [4], 
Sommerfeld [SI and Hund [6]. The resulting explanations are 
based on the effects of spontaneous production of particle- 
antiparticle pairs when the electric potential differences get 
large enough. But since pair production cannot be described 
within one-particle or first quantized Dirac theory a completely 
satisfactory resolution of the paradox must be given within 
second quantized field theory. 

In this more modern language the problems arising in 
external electromagnetic fields have been discussed by many 
and in particular by Feynman [7,8].  His point of view has more 
recently been carried further in great detail by Nikishov [9, 101 
and Narozhnyi and Nikishov [ l l ] .  These calculations give a 
clear explanation of the physics involved in Klein’s process and 
there is no room left for any paradox. 

One reason why the paradox still lingers on is that its 
detailed resolution is not well known and does not yet appear in 
any textbook on quantum field theory. For instance, in the 
highly recommended book by Bjorken and Drell [ 121 the para- 
dox is presented in the same way as Klein originally did it 
within the one-particle Dirac theory. A resolution of the para- 
dox is promised later in the text, but no explicit discussion of 
this particular problem can be found. 

A second reason why this phenomenon is still considered 
paradoxical is that its modern resolution has apparently little 
connection with the original formulation of the problem. This 
is obviously because the paradox is stated within ordinary 
relativistic quantum mechanics and must be resolved by the 
methods of second quantized field theory. 

We will here try to bridge the gap between these two sides of 
the problem. One step in this direction has already been taken 
by Damour [13] whose point of view is similar to ours. In the 
next section we state the problem as originally done by Klein. 
For completeness, we also consider the related problem involv- 
ing bosons. Some early attempts at the resolution of the para- 

dox are also mentioned. By going back to the non-quantum ver- 
sion of the same physical problem we show in Section 3 that 
when the potential becomes strong enough, a relativistic particle 
is forced to move backwards in time. This purely classical result 
must be automatically incorporated in the quantum mechanical 
description. In Section 4 this is done in terms of simple dia- 
grams very much along the same lines as in ordinary geometrical 
optics. The possibility of spontaneous pair production of par- 
ticles arises then quite naturally. These diagrammatic results are 
reproduced in Section 5 where we use standard methods of 
quantum field theory to derive the Bogoliubov relations 
between ingoing and outgoing operators. In Section 6 we use 
these operators to calculate the S-matrix elements for scattering 
and pair production in external fields. These results are in full 
agreement with what we obtained more directly from the dia- 
grams and there is no longer any paradox. 

2. Klein’s paradox 

Consider a free particle moving along the z-axis with energy E 
and electric charge e hitting a static potential step of height Vas 
shown in Fig. 1. Its momentum to the left of the step is 

p = @F? (1) 

and to the right it is 

q = d(E-eeV)2-m2 

where we take the positive square roots. In order to calculate 
the reflected and transmitted waves we match the wavefunc- 
tions and their first derivatives across the step at z = 0 when the 
incident particles are bosons. For incident fermions we similarly 
match the upper and lower components of the one-particle 
spinors. In both cases we find a reflection coefficient 

and a transmission coefficient 

4 K  

where 
4 
P 

K = -  

for bosons and 

q E + m  
P E - e V + m  

K = -  

(3)  

for fermions. 

K > 0 and we have the relation 
For weak potentials where E - eV + m > 0 the parameter 
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t 

Fig. 1. Potential step with incoming particles from the left. 

p + 7 =  1 (7) 
both for fermions and bosons. This is just an expression for 
probability conservation and no problems arise. 

More interesting are very strong potentials where E - eV + 
m < 0 ,  i.e., eV > 2m. This is the situation first considered by 
Klein and which we will be concerned with in the following. We 
see now from eq. (6) that K < 0 for fermions. This implies a 
negative transmission coefficient and a reflection coefficient 
p > 1. There will apparently be more fermions reflected than 
coming in. This is Klein’s paradox. Its resolution must be found 
in an understanding of the negative transmission coefficients 
which corresponds to particles coming in from the right in Fig. 
1. For bosons we don’t have this paradoxical situation. 

An indication of what goes wrong can be seen from the 
group velocity of the particles within the potential. From the 
momentum ( 2 )  we find 

In the strong field case this velocity is therefore negative. This is 
physically meaningless since particles in this region must move 
to the right. We can get a positive velocity by choosing the nega- 
tive square root in eq. (2) ,  i.e., by letting q < 0. At the same 
time the parameter K for fermions becomes positive. Thus it 
looks like the paradox is resolved. Unfortunately, the problem 
has just been transferred to the bosons which for the same kind 
of reasons should have q < 0. This makes K < 0 and hence p > 1 
for bosons. 
It is natural to look for an explanation of these problems in the 
possibility of production of particle-antiparticle pairs which 
kinematically can take place when eV> 2m. This was also the 
point of view taken by Sommerfeld [SI although he tried to 
work within the first quantized formalism. A more satisfactory 
description was given by Hund [6] who apparently for the first 
time took into account the simplest consequences of a second 
quantized formalism. He could then explicitly show that when 
e V > 2m particle pairs would be produced with a rate simply 
given by the transmission coefficient for negative momentum: 

A = 17(-q)12 (9) 

It is not at all obvious how such a result can be obtained within 
conventional quantum electrodynamics whose calculational 
framework was completed several years later. In addition, one 
does not get a very clear understanding of what is going on in 
the strong field case from Hund’s considerations. We will there- 
fore in the next section consider the problem at the classical 
level in order to get a physical picture for what is happening. 

3. Classical particles in strong fields 

The problem under consideration was discussed classically a 
long time ago by Feynman [ 141. It is illustrated again in a Min- 

A li 
Fig. 2. A relativistic particle going from A to B is bent into the potential 
when it is not too strong. 

kowski diagram in Fig. 2. A relativistic particle is coming in 
from the left along the z-axis moving towards a potential step of 
height V .  The covariant Lagrangian is 

m 
L = 5??,fiv - eA,i, (10) 

where vM2, is the Minkowski metric, A ,  the electromagnetic 
4-potential and the dot derivatives are with respect to proper 
time s. In our case this Lagrangian reduces to 

The equations of motions now tell us that the particle moves 
with constant velocity in the regions where V = constant. In 
order to find the actual trajectory of the particle when it moves 
from point A to point B in Fig. 2 we must extremize the action 

B 
s =J, dsL (1 2)  

with respect to the time c at which the particle crosses the bar- 
rier at z = 0. It is much simpler to use conservation of energy 

which gives the same result 

Free particles have energies E > m, i.e., i> 1. In the weak 
potential case, eV< m, eq. (14) gives the kinetic energy miB of 
the particle within the potential. Obviously, ig < i~ as is the 
case in Fig. 2. When the potential difference gets larger, m < 
eV< 2m, then i~ < 1 which corresponds to imaginary velocity 
for the particle to the right of the step. Classically, this is not an 
acceptable solution and we conclude that the particle now will 
not enter the potential but is simply reflected back. 

When eV> 2m, we again find real velocities within the 
potential. But now tB <- 1 which means that the particle is 
moving backwards in time as shown in Fig. 3. In this figure we 
have also included the trajectory of a reflected particle which 
now also gives a stationary action. 

This surprising classical result is obviously a relativistic effect. 
The physical interpretation of such a particle trajectory moving 
backwards in time, was first discussed by Stuckelberg [15] and 
Feynman [7, 141. They showed that one obtains a consistent 
picture if these trajectories correspond to antiparticles moving 
forwards in time. Accepting this point of view, we have to con- 
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clude that the incoming particle seems to set up a corresponding t 

antiparticle within the potential which it later can annihilate. A 
quantitative description of this process which apparently also 
breaks causality must be found within quantum theory. p* \i APZ L$LZ 4. Elementary quantum processes in strong fields 

In following it will be convenient to introduce a reflection 
amplitude R = &-and a transmission amplitude T = 6 We 

When eV > 2m current conservation as expressed by eq. (7) 
will keep q > 0 in the potential region z > 0. 

then gives for bosons t 

1RI2+ lTI2 = 1 

(b) 

(1 5) 

Similarly, for fermions 

where T now is imaginary. 
Solutions of the wave equations which in the region z < 0 

behave as p 1  - eipz and p 2  - e-ipz correspond to incoming and 
outgoing particles. Similarly, solutions which in the right region (C) 

z > 0 behave as n - eipz and n2 - e-iuz correspond to incoming 
Fig. 4. Elementary processes in a strong potential. (a) Elastic scattering. and outgoing antiparticles. These solutions are given in more 

detail in the Appendix. 
The process under consideration in Fig. 3 involves an 

incoming particle wave p 1  coming in from the left and which is 
partly reflected back in space into PZ and Partly reflected back we must specify the conditions under which they are produced. 
in time into nl. This latter wave with negative frequency cone- If we insist that there should only be an incoming particle upon 
sponds t o  an antiparticle coming in from the right. The different the potential and no antiparticles from the right, we must 
wave functions are related by extinguish the n1 wave in the z > 0 region of Fig. 3. This can 

easily be done by adding in another solution of the wave equa- 
tion corresponding to negative frequency wave n2 incoming 

since there are no Outgoing antiparticles within the potential. from the future. As shown in Fig. 5 it is partly reflected back 
There are two Physical COncluSionS we can make from this into the past and partly refracted forward in time to become an 

equation. First of all there is a scattering probability outgoing positive frequency wave in the left region. Matching 

(18) again wave functions at the boundary z = 0, we now find for 
CJ = lR(q)I2 

bosons 
corresponding to the Feynman diagram shown in Fig. 4(a). 

Pair (cl Pair production. 

P1 +RP2 = Tn1 ( 1  7) 

Secondly, there is a probability n2-R*nl = T*p2 (20) 

w = lT(q)I2 (19) The extra minus sign in the reflected wave results from the 
interchange of momenta p and q in eq. (3). We have in this 

for the incoming particle to annihilate the incoming antiparticle equation included the more general case when for instance the 
as in Fig. 4@). This must also be the Probability for SPon- potential step is not at the origin of the coordinate system in 
taneOUS production Of a Sin& PartiCle-antipartiCle pair at the Fig. 1 or when the potential has a different shape which makes 
potential step as shown in the Feynman diagram Fig. 4(C). Ener- both R and T complex. 
geticab', there is nothing to Prevent many such Pairs to be We can eliminate the incoming antiparticle in Fig. 3 by sub- 
created as long as the strength of the potential is maintained. tracting this new solution (20) multiplied by T from the pre- 

In order to calculate the amount Of produced antiparticles, vious solution (17) multiplied by R*. using eq. (15) we then 
find: 

t 

t 
For fermions we obtain the same result since eq. (20) then will 
have an extra minus sign on the right-hand side due to T being 
imaginary for fermions. 

From eq. (21) we now find the average rate of the outgoing 
antiparticles: 

Fig. 3. When the potential is stronger than eV > 2m, the relativistic p a -  This is in agreement with Hund's result (9). A more convincing 
ticle is scattered forward in time or refracted backward into the past. derivation will now be given. 
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It is then convenient to use the standard orthonormalized solu- 
tions satisfying 

( P k , P l )  = 8kl, @ k ,  nl)  = 0, ( n k ,  nl) = @8kl (3 0) 
where E is + 1 for fermions and - 1 for bosons. 

As in all scattering problems we will actually find two such 
complete sets of solutions depending on their behaviour at in- 
finity. These two sets will be labelled by an extra index taking 
the value 1 for incoming waves and 2 for outgoing waves. A 
field operator $(x)  can then be expanded in these two sets to 
give 

‘z 

I 
Fig. 5. Negative frequency solution coming in from the future and being 
scattered backward in time or refracted forward into the future. 

Each pair is produced with the probability w from eq. (19) 
so that the average number of bosons pairs becomes: 

c w  
A = C[W+2WZ+3W3+ . . . I  = - 

(1 - W)Z 

Here C is the probability that the vacuum remains a vacuum. It 
can be calculated from the requirement that the sum of the 
probabilities for all that can happen, must be one: 

(24) 
C 

1 - 0  
1 = C [ 1 + w + w 2 +  . . . I  = - 

Using C = 1 - w in eq. (23) we find again 
w A = -  

1 - w  

as in eq. (22). 
For fermions we obtain the same result. The Pauli principle 

then allows only one pair to be produced in a given state so that 

A = c w  (27) 

Instead of eq. (24) we now have 1 = C(l + w) which gives 

w 
A = -  

l + w  

With w from eq. (19) together with eq. (16), we again find eq. 

It should be stressed that all this holds for each particular 
state the particles can be found in. In the one-dimensional case 
under consideration each such mode is completely specified by 
the total particle energy E. 

(26). 

5 .  Bogoliubov coefficients 

Given a static potential V which only varies in the z-direction, 
we assume that we can find the one-particle states whch are 
solutions of the corresponding Klein-Gordon or Dirac equation. 
We call the positive frequency solutions pk(X) and the negative 
frequency solutions nk(x). As for the step potential, these are 
specified by their behaviour at x + 2 -. The index k denotes the 
conserved quantum numbers of the corresponding modes which 
here in general will be the total particle energy E and its trans- 
verse momentum p r .  

Both for fermions and bosons one can define a scalar product 
of two solutions U and v such that 

(4 v) = (v, U)* (29) 

Here the operator alk will annihilate an incoming particle with 
the wavenfunction plk(x) while b:k will create an outgoing anti- 
particle with the wavefunction nzk(X). 

All the physical transitions which we will consider will be 
between states with the same conserved quantum numbers. The 
corresponding equations will therefore hold for each separate 
mode label k.  For convenience, we will henceforth drop it. 

Using the orthonormalization (30) in eq. (31) we can now 
relate the two sets of incoming and outgoing field operators: 

a l  = A a 2 + B b :  (3 2 4  

~ b :  = Eaz +hi (3 2b) 

a2 = A*al +B*b: (3 2c) 

Ebi = B*al + 2 * b :  (3 2 4  

A = @ I , P Z ) ,  B = h n z )  (3 3) 

2 = ( n l , n z ) ,  j = ( n l , p 2 )  (3 4) 

Here we have introduced the Bogoliubov coefficients 

and their complex conjugates. 

mion theory by anticommutators. For example, 
The boson theory is quantized by commutators and the fer- 

[a,,a’iI, = 1, [ b ~ , b : l ,  = 1 (3 5 )  

where again E = + 1 for fermions and E = - 1 for bosons. Equa- 
tion (32a) then gives immediately 

[AI2 + elBI2 = 1 (36) 

The same relation obviously also holds for the Bogoliubov co- 
efficients 2 and B.  These differ from A and B just by phases. 
Similarly, from [a2, b2] , = 0 follows 

AB* = - E ~ * E  (37) 

Using the operator relations (32) in the field operator (31) 
we can solve for the wave functions: 

p1 = A*p2+eB*n2 

n ,  = j * p z  + d * n z  

p z  = A p l + ~ B n l  

nz = B p ,  + a n ,  

These Bogoliubov relations are of exactly the same form as 
we previously derived in eqs. (17), (20) and (21) for the poten- 
tial step. Comparing for instance, eq. (38c) with eq. (17), we 
find 
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1 
A 

R = - -  (3 9) 

For similar potentials with the same left-right symmetry we can 
show that there are only two independent Bogoliubov co- 
efficients: 

2 = -fA, =-a (41) 

The transmission coefficient can therefore also be written as 

B 
A 

T = -  

In terms of these previously used coefficients the commutator 
relation (36) now takes the form 

lR12-~lT12 = 1 (43) 

T = -ET* (44) 

as expected. Finally, the constraint (37) can be written as 

For fermions with e = + 1 we get a purely imaginary transmis- 
sion coefficient. This is also in accordance with the phase con- 
vention we used previously. 

Another way to understand Klein's apparent paradox is sug- 
gested by eq. (43). For fermions, it implies that IR12> 1. We 
now see this fundamental result as a direct consequence of the 
fact that fermions obey the Pauli principle and hence are quan- 
tized by anticommutators. 

6. S-matrix elements 

The incoming and outgoing operators can be used to construct 
two complete sets of incoming and outgoing states. These are as 
usually related by the unitary S-matrix operator S: 

I\kJ = S W J  (45) 
The incoming state I Q l )  is obtained by applying incoming crea- 
tion operators on the incoming vacuum IO1). For example, an 
incoming one-particle state with quantum number p is 

Ipl) = a:,lO1) = Sa+zplOZ) (46) 

101) = Sl02) (47) 

using 

we derive the corresponding relation between the two sets of 
operators: 

al = Sa2S+ (48) 
The two vacua are both annihilated by their corresponding 

destruction operators: 

a11O1) = azlO2) = 0 (49) 
Together with eq. (32a) we now find the relation 

B 
azlOl) = --b:IOl) A (50) 

which can be used to find the amplitude for spontaneous pair 
production in the potential corresponding to the process in Fig. , .  
4(c): 
SP& = (021b2a2101) = eiw 

Here we have introduced the probability amplitude 

eiW = ( 0 2 1 0 1 )  (5 2) 

for the vacuum to remain a vacuum under the influence of the 
external potential. The absolute probability for pair production 
is therefore 

(53) 

(54) 

2 SP& = CO 

c = e-21m w 
where w is the relative probability (19) and 

This is obviously in full agreement with what we found in 
Section 4. 

In the same way we can calculate the absolute probability 
amplitude for elastic scattering as shown in Fig. 4(a): 

Sscatt = (01laza';101) (55) 

SWatt = A*(02101) + B*(021a2b2101) (56) 

Inserting here a'; from eq. (32a), we get 

The first term is what we could call the direct scattering term 
since it corresponds to the l /R* term in eq. (21). But it is seen 
to be corrected by the pair production amplitude (51) which 
corresponds to the T/R* term in eq. (21). Again it comes in be- 
cause we do not want any incoming antiparticles in the initial 
state. 

We combine the two terms in eq. (56) and find 

(57) 

both for fermions and bosons. The absolute, elastic scattering 
probability is therefore 

I S ~ a t t 1 2  = CO (5 8) 
where U is the relative scattering probability (1 8). 

Again we want to emphasize that the last pair production 
term in the scattering amplitude (56) is in close correspondence 
with the cancellation of the incoming antiparticle solution we 
had to perform in going from eq. (19) to eq. (21) in Section 4. 
We have now a quantum field operator justification for the dia- 
grammatic considerations we presented there. 

Similarly, we derive the probability conservation in eqs. (24) 
and (29) directly from the unitarity of the S-matrix, 

S'S = 1 (59)  

by inserting a complete set of outgoing states and then take 
both sides of this equation between (02 I and IO2 >. For the poten- 
tial problem we consider here, unitarity holds separately for 
each particular mode specified by energy and transverse momen- 
tum. As previously, we have here suppressed the indices denot- 
ing these conserved quantum numbers. 

The average rate of spontaneously produced pairs of particles 
in a certain mode is now simply given as 

f i  = (Olla;a2101) (60) 

With a2 from eq. (32c) we find 

when using eqs. (39) and (40). We have again derived Hunds' 
result (26) which is seen to hold for both fermions and bosons. 
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7. Discussion and conclusion 

It can now be said that Klein’s paradox arises from the Dirac 
equation basically because of the Pauli principle. Even the one- 
particle solutions carry the properties that they can only con- 
sistently be used as probability amplitudes in a field theory 
which is quantized by anticommutators. 

The paradox is also resolved by strictly satisfying the Pauli 
principle. This has the consequence that when we scatter a fer- 
mion with a certain energy from a static potential eV  > 2m, it 
will simply be totally reflected. This particular outgoing mode 
will then be occupied and no pair production of particles with 
the same energy can take place. Since this is the only possible 
process, it must have absolute probability (58) equal to one: 

CO = 1 (62) 
From eq. (29) we find C-’ = (RI2 and since U = IRI’ we see that 
the equation is indeed satisfied. 

An incoming boson on the same potential will also be totally 
reflected. But this boson will now stimulate the emission of 
pairs in the same energy mode. So in addition to the reflected 
boson, there can appear any number of produced pairs with the 
same quantum numbers. The probability amplitude to have n 
additional pairs can be written down immediately as in eq. (55): 

sgitt = (n!(n + 1)!)-”2(021b~a~+’a:101) 

where we have included the normalization factor of the final 
state. Again usingal from (32a), this reduces to 

The corresponding probability is therefore 

But the sum of the probabilities for all these different final 
states is again equal to one: 

cc C O  
CO (n + l)on = - = i 

n = O  (1 - 0 ) 2  

since the vacuum-to-vacuum probability C is now given by eq. 
(25). Probability conservation is therefore also satisfied for 
bosons. 

Finally, we want to conclude with a short discussion of 
Sauter’s potential [4]: 

V az 
V(z) = -tanh- 

2 2  
This is a smooth version of Klein’s step potential and allows 
exact solutions. For fermions these were obtained by Sauter 
himself. He found the following reflection and transmission 
probabilities : 

(65) 

cosh(2n/a)eV- cosh(2n/a)(p - 4 )  
’(‘) = cosh (2n/a)eV - cosh (2n/a)(p + 4 )  

(6 7) 
cosh(2n/a)(p - 4 )  - cosh(2n/a)(p + 4 )  

7(q)  = cosh (2n/a)e V - cosh (2n/a)(p + 4 )  

We see that ~ ( q )  < 0 which is the signal of Klein’s paradox. 
In the limit a .+ - we recover the original results (3) and (4) 

for the step potential. The limit a + 0, V + -  with a V + 4 E  is 
more interesting. It corresponds to a linear potential due to a 
constant electric field E. The probability for spontaneous pair 
creation can now be obtained from eq. (67): 

exp (- nm2/eE) 
1 - exp (- nmZ/eE) 

w = IT12 = -7(4) = 

Comparing with eq. (30) we find for the average number of pro- 
duced pairs in each mode: 

A = exp (-nm?eE) (69) 
This is the same as found later by Schwinger [16] using com- 
pletely different methods. The same result for A can also be 
obtained for bosons in the constant field limit. Inclusion of 
transverse momentum PT amounts to the replacement m2+  
m2 + p $  in the above expressions. 

The resolution of Klein’s paradox is due to the spontaneous 
production of particle-antiparticle pairs in the static potential. 
One can argue that the problem is not really static and that the 
pairs are produced when the potential is turned on. This implicit 
time variation is buried behind the adiabatic hypothesis which 
must be invoked in order to make the S-matrix formulation 
well-defined. What actually happens when the potential is 
turned on, can be calculated in the case of the Sauter potential 
(65). We expect to find our static results long after the switch- 
on. It should then not matter how the potential is turned on. 
These calculations are now in progress. 
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Appendix 

We will here present the solutions we have used for the step 
potential. For both bosons and fermions they can be written as: 

\ Nl, z > o  

For bosons, 

while for fermions: 

z > o  
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P1 = 

N1 
E - e V + m  =G 

P - 4  @ , , n i )  = 2n---S(P-p‘) 6 
The resulting Bogoliubov coeffcients are in agreement with 
those previously obtained in the text from the reflection and 
transmission amplitudes. 

For fermions, one can similarly obtain the corresponding co- 
efficients from their inner products. 

As in the main text, p and q are both positive while K is positive 
for bosons and negative for fermions. Outgoing waves Pz and 
Nz are obtained from these expressions by letting p += - p  and 
4- f -4 .  

The inner product of these solutions are for bosons given by 

t o o  

( u , v )  = i /  -OD dzu*FOj,v 
where 

0, = a. - 2ieV(z) 

straightforward to do. We find: 

* t t  

In the case of massless particles these integrals are pretty 
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